More control means more freedom
More freedom to achieve
More freedom to reduce costs

How can you keep people safe and productive, while reducing costs and staying compliant to mandates and regulations?

We don't think more security technology alone is the solution. Intrusion detection. Video surveillance. Enterprise IT. Access control. Fire control. Elevators. Building management. Regardless of the market you're in and the buildings you're responsible for, you need all of this technology, and more. However, just installing more devices doesn't necessarily make your facility more secure. In fact, without the right integration platform, your existing, disparate devices and systems could actually be restricting movement, wasting money and limiting your growth potential and productivity.

The P2000 security management system from Johnson Controls is an innovative integration platform that’s adaptable to small and large applications. Installed in thousands of facilities around the globe, it’s helping to lower operational costs and create more comfortable, safer and sustainable business environments.

Any security system can close doors. This one opens them.

The versatility of P2000 supports your business growth, providing more freedom and peace of mind. For example:

- Integrating badging systems with your HR database streamlines operations and reduces human error while creating an audit trail.
- Combining live video, intercom and open door functionality on one workstation saves staff time.
- Wireless lock integration reduces installation costs and creates a more secure facility.
- Intrusion panel integration protects your investment in existing technology and minimizes capital investment.
Create an environment conducive to getting things done

P2000 open system technology utilizes your IT network infrastructure and enables integration with multiple systems and devices, including your Metasys® building management system, to achieve operational efficiencies. In fact, the more complex your facility's security needs, the more efficient P2000 can be in leveraging technology to deliver the results you need to achieve your goals.

Of course, P2000 runs on a number of common operating systems, incorporates the latest wireless technologies and features graphical user interfaces that keep things simple for the operator and delivers more flexibility. The technology platform allows you to centralize security and building operations, via the web or installed network. Operators get access to real-time views of your facility, even in multi-campus sites, on any web-based computer or handheld device.

A security system is only as good as the people behind it

Johnson Controls brings expertise that comes from installing and supporting over 50,000 systems around the world, small and large. With our experience working with universities, airports, hospitals, schools, life science and industrial facilities, government installations and military bases, we know what it takes to secure your facility.

From an initial risk assessment to engineering, implementing and servicing your system, your local team can deliver the right technology integration solution that helps you achieve. P2000 is easy to use. It can plug-and-play with equipment from dozens of manufacturers. But most important, we'll ensure that it delivers the safe, productive environment you expect.

Capabilities that support current and future needs

**Alarm & Event Management**
- Access control policy enforcement
  - Security threat level control
  - Elevator access control
  - Cabinet access control
- Situational awareness
  - Interactive real-time maps
  - Area management
  - Guard tour tracking
- Alarm handling
  - Alarm prioritization
  - Predefined alarm response text
  - Alarm escalation

**Identity & Cardholder Management**
- Identity information management
  - HR system integration
  - Visitor management
  - Custom card format creation
- Video imaging
  - Badge design and capture
  - Printing & encoding
  - Auto badge number management
- Access privilege management
  - User-definable approval process for cardholder modifications
  - Maximum inactive period
  - Badge temporary access
- Compliance management
  - FDA 21 CFR Part 11 electronic records, electronic signature validation
  - Robust reporting

**Configuration & Integration Capabilities**
- Enterprise integration
  - Open APIs
  - ODBC SQL database
  - Email setup via SMTP
- Building system integration
  - Video surveillance integration
  - Elevator lift integration
  - Intercom integration
  - Metasys system integration
- High availability
  - Enterprise – regional server architecture
  - Fault tolerant & failover redundancy
  - Virtual environments
- System permissions
  - Complex password requirements
  - LDAP authentication
  - User permissions
  - Database partitioning
- Usability
  - Microsoft Windows OS based thick clients
  - Web accessible thin client
  - Built-in animated tutorial
  - Language translations
P2000 offers the control of an integrated, future-ready technology platform. It will work with virtually any security and building system technology or equipment currently installed, as well as with new technologies to come, including:

**Digital Video Recorder (DVR) Integration With Approved DVR Systems**
Enables operators to manage recording and camera functions from a single P2000 workstation

**Intelligent IP Door Lock Integration**
Streamlines the installation process, reduces costs and enables real-time communication in locations where it would be difficult to install a wired lock

**IP Intercom Integration**
Seamlessly combines live video, intercom request and open door functionality on one P2000 workstation

**Intrusion Panel Integration**
Enables extended control and auditing of more doors throughout a facility

**Elevator High Level Interface**
Enables access control integration with elevator system